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President’s Message

collect from the community. We will probably
plan to do another event in the spring
depending on the levels of equipment we have
available.

End of Year Looking to the Next
As winter begins to set in, we all scramble to
finish our last minute projects. We at SPARC
have been busy helping others as well as
working on our own tower projects.

I want to also offer a preview sale on Rohn25
and top sections. These were part of the batch
donated to the Haiti effort that were left behind.
If anyone is interested email me at
K3IR@arrl.org for more information.

We have one more climb, if Mother Nature will
cooperate, to tune the 6m and replace the 2m
beam. Once we have those done we should be
ready for the January VHF contest.

Lastly in the spring SPARC is planning an
Activation of the Hopewell Furnace in May.
This will be a fun little day trip to activate a
national park for the NPOTA event happening
all next year. Information on the event can be
found at K3IR.org or
http://www.arrl.org/NPOTA

We have several projects that will begin in the
spring. These include an antenna rebuild on the
2m repeater, hanging more antennas at the site,
and of course wiring the new operating
building.
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We plan to begin as soon as the weather allows,
with a goal of having it all done in time for
Field Day. This again will act as a milestone
date to motivate us to finish these projects.
We are also looking for members who want to
learn how to climb. Both Harry and my self's
schedules have been filled and this has
prevented the amount of tower time we should
be committing. You do not need any prior
experience as we will teach, the only thing you
will need is a safety harness and tether.
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As always we are staying busy but we also are
available to help the membership with their
projects as well. Please feel free to step up if

We have some funding events over the winter
as well. Starting it off with the HACC Winter
Fest on January 23rd. This is a big deal for the
club as we often do well selling the goods we
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articles in early issues of the newsletter, but
nothing recent. If a topic is perplexing you,
please let me know.

you need help, advice, or just someone to
standby and call 911.
Your President

One common question asked is “Why do I need
to know the technical details of how a
transmitter works when all I want to do is use
manufactured equipment to operate my
station?” The answer to this question is in the
FCC rules.

Kevin Lampo, K3LLC

Coming Events
Tuesday 24 November 2015 7:00PM SPARC
membership meeting at the Rapho Township
Municipal Building, 971 N. Colebrook Rd.,
Rapho Twp, (Manheim P.O. 17545 for GPS).
The meeting topic for November will be "A
Gentleman's DXpedition to France" by Paul
Herr, KD8WY and Gerry Wagner, KB3SSZ.

Licensed Amateurs are permitted to build their
own transmitters and modify commercial
equipment to make it work in the Amateur
bands. Other services may only use type
accepted equipment and they cannot legally
repair or modify that equipment. All repairs
must be done by a properly licensed and
qualified technician. Yes, I know this doesn’t
always happen.

A short business meeting will follow.
Monthly Breakfast
The second Saturday of every month at 0800
is a SPARC breakfast at Gus's Keystone
Restaurant, 1050 W. Main St, Mt Joy, PA.
Contact Gerry Wagner, KB3SSZ, for more
details. Everyone interested in Amateur Radio
is invited to attend. See
http://guskeystone.com/ for restaurant details.

Thus the questions in the exams to ensure you
have a basic understanding of the consequences
of repairing or modifying your equipment.
Does this requirement apply only to a
transmitter? Not really. Receivers may also
generate spurious signals if not properly
designed and maintained.

Other Events

73,

Astronomy Enthusiasts of Lancaster
County

George, W3FEY

Wed, December 2, 6:30pm – 7:30pm
Lititz Public Library, 651 Kissel Hill Road,
Lititz, PA 17543, United States
See http://www.aelc.us/ for details.

Six Meter DX Report
10 November 2015
There has been nothing of note in this area.
On October 24th there was some fairly good
scatter propagation to Florida in the morning
but I didn't bother to get on. There has been
some TEP from South America to the
Caribbean and southwestern Europe and South
Africa to the Mediterranean area but with the
exception of a November 8th opening from

Editor’s Notes
Several new hams have asked for help with
understanding the technical side of the
licensing requirement. There are some basic
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Costa Rico to the Midwest and TEP from LU to
Florida the other day the band has been
virtually dead for this area and the rest of the
US.
The only recent South America TEP opening to
the Northeastern US occurred on November
3rd and that was centered around New
England. I didn't look at the spots but I assume
it was K1TOL or K1SIX who were involved on
the US end.
Even the trans-Pacific path has been nonexistent. Since Bob ZL1RS has quit the six
meter band a couple months ago there has not
been any regular indicator of propagation from
ZL or eastern VK to the West Coast. Remi,
FK8CP in New Caledonia has not been heard
from recently either. ON4KST map for
October 24th showed a line from Australia to
Puerto Rico but I could not find any
information to determine if that line
represented a contact or someone posting CQ to
a particular location.
The United Nations station 4U70UN was
active on October 24th but the operation was
low power and worked only a few stations in
FN30 and surrounding grids.

Lance Collister, W7GJ

ARRL photo

Congratulations to Lance Collister for winning
the Fred Fish Memorial Award #7.
Lance started his Amateur career in Lancaster,
PA near Blossom Hill as WN3GPL. The N in
his call didn’t last long.

ARES/RACES

That's about it.
.
73,
Chris, W3CMP

As part of the SPARC commitment to
emergency communications, the SPARC
repeater system is maintained as available for
linking with other area repeaters.

W7GJ Wins FFMA #7
•

Lancaster County RACES VHF Net is held on
the first Tuesday of the month at 2030 hours
local time on the 145.310 MHz repeater in
Rawlinsville.

Lance Collister, W7GJ earns FFMA #7

Lance Collister, W7GJ, of Frenchtown, MT,
has been awarded the seventh Fred Fish
Memorial Award. Lance supplied the QSL for
his last-needed grid, FN67, and it was approved
by the ARRL Awards Branch on October 13,
2015.

The Lancaster County primary ARES/RACES
repeater is on 145.310 MHz with minus offset
and 118.8 PL.
Pennsylvania RACES HF Nets are held at
3993.5 kHz LSB on all Sundays except
holidays.
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The statewide net is on the first Sunday of the
month at 0800 hours local time.

Monday Ephrata Area Repeater Society Net

The Central Area (including Lancaster County)
net is at 08:30 local time.

9:00 PM on 145.450MHz.
Monday Keystone VHF Club
Combined Club & ARES/RACES Net 8:30PM
on 146.970MHz.

EPA NBEMS Net, Tuesday, 7:30pm local EST,
3.5920mhz Mode: Olivia 8/500 1khz,
Net Mgr: WA3WSJ@arrl.net

Monday South Mountain Radio Amateurs

SPARC Nets

SMRA Club Net 9:00PM on 145.430MHz

SPARC holds nets every Tuesday at 2100
local time on 145.230 MHz minus offset and
PL of 118.8. The 449.975MHz repeater is
linked to the 2m repeater for the net.

SSB net 9:00PM on 146.210MHz. May be
slightly delayed by SMRA club net.
Tuesday Digital Net 8:00 PM on the York
146.970MHz Repeater -- This NET is for

practicing Digital Communications
NCS: Dick Goodman WA3USG
backup NCS: Jack Dellinger KC3JD or
whoever starts the net.
HF NET is cancelled until time changes in the
fall (Nov 1st)

Club Officers
President Kevin Lampo – K3LLC
Vice President Scott Lithgow – KN3A
Secretary – Peg Hamm –KB3SCA
Treasurer – David St. Pierre - AB3VJ
Repeater Trustee - Dave Payne - N3LOM

The hiatus is complete. Regular weekly
Digital nets are back in session

Membership Info Update Request
Morse Code Net Tuesday, 2000 local time
(8:00p). SMRA repeater 145.430- (67.0 Hz)
with alternate frequency of 146.460+ (1,000
kHz offset, tone 67.0 Hz)

Please send all changes of address, email, and
ham status to me for the MDB to Gerry
Wagner at 1309 Willow Creek Drive, Mount
Joy, PA 17552 or
Gerry.Wagner@ComCast.Net, Cell=717-3441427,
Home Phone=717-653-0659 (Fax
Opt); Skype
Thanks Gerry Wagner KB3SSZ

Wednesday York County SSB Net 7:45PM
on 50.135MHz. Informal net getting started.
Contact Steve Cruse, K3WHC, for more
information.
Wednesday Pottstown Area Amateur Radio
Club 8:30PM 50.130MHz Contact Leonard,
WV3P for more information.

Nearby Nets of Local Interest
If you need information on access tones etc, the
referenced web sites below will usually provide
the information needed. For more information,
see http://arcc-inc.org/arc-fdbas.html

Wednesday Red Rose Repeater Association
Net 9:00 PM on 147.015MHz. The Red Rose
meeting has now shifted back to the 9PM or
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NTS Eastern Area Phone net

2100 hours. Seems it fit with more people’s
schedule.

3.917 at 4:00 PM daily for traffic going to
EPA, MDC, WPA and Maryland. We have a
callup, pass any traffic, after that a round of
comments. Traffic manager is WA3QPX. Net
could use more checkins from EPA as we
normally only get one checkin from EPA and
sometimes none. This is where the Fone traffic
for EPA net normally comes from. Any
questions I will be on 3.917 at 4:00 PM.
73 , Paul, WA3QPX

Wednesday QCWA Net 9:00PM on
146.97MHz.
Thursday Lancaster Radio Transmitting
Society Net 9:00 PM on 145.390MHz
Friday Lebanon County Digital Roundup
Net 8:PM on the EARS 145.450MHz (tone
100.0Hz) repeater.
I cover all types of digital/data modes, training
on computer/radio interfacing and message
handling.
The primary focus is with Fldigi and Flmsg and
lots of SSTV, using MMSSTV. The nets are
always very informal and have sometimes
lasted for 2 or more hours to cover all the
evening’s interest.

Two EPA Nets Now Accessible via Echolink
Posted By: egroups_n3sw egroups_n3sw
Mon Aug 27, 2012 11:40 pm
<>The EPA AA3RG and Echolink Traffic Net
(EAETN) has been accessible since its
inception via Echolink at node AA3RG-R
(#149493). See the group Calendar for more
information. [Thursday 8:00PM]
<>Now the Capital Area Traffic Net (CATN) is
also accessible via Echolink at node
N3TWT-R (#743026). See the group Calendar
for more information. All (licensed hams) are
welcome to join in on these nets.
73 -Scott N3SW EPA STM-

73,
Bob Sanborn/AB3GF
Sunday Info Net
On the N3TUQ 900MHz repeater: 8:30PM
Output: 927.5875MHz Input: 902.5875MHz
(-25MHz) PL 114.8Hz.
The N3TUQ 900MHz repeater is located on the
LVSRA tower on Cornwall Mountain.
Net control: Bob Howard, KB3QAQ

<>AA3C note: To visit our group on the web,
go to NTS-EPA Group web site:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/nts-epa/
Both nets will utilize the 146.640(tx-) MHz.
Transmit access tone: 82.5 Hz.
AA3RG Repeater. http://www.aa3rg.org/

For more information visit
http://www.n3tuq.com/repeater.aspx
PACKRAT VHF/UHF NETS
Visit the Mt Airy VHF Radio Club at:
http://packratvhf.com/airtimes.htm for the latest
information on VHF/UHF nets.
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function. For example: Green for Station
Ground, Red for RF, Blue for Power, and so
forth.

QRZ News Publication
QRZ News is published monthly. The
deadline for submission of items for
publication is 11 days before the regular
membership meeting on the fourth Tuesday of
each month. If material is not copy and paste
ready for publication, more lead time is
required.

Combining the numbers with the colors does
afford you a more comprehensive way of
identifying cables, but once again it may be
limiting in that there are only a limited number
of colors that are easily distinguishable. A
better solution I used when I was gainfully
employed and involved in documenting a rather
extensive Television Network facility is the use
of custom printed cable labels containing six
(6) digit numbers.

We operate on an exchange basis with other not
for profit publications. Articles printed in QRZ
News may be reprinted in a not for profit
publication provided proper credit is given.
QRZ News is archived at
http://www.k3ir.org/

We used sheets of Laser or Ink Jet printable
cable labels manufactured by Panduit and
others. These labels provided a white section
on which we printed the number and a clear
section that wrapped over the printed area when
the label was affixed to the cable. These were
OK, but I have seen them peel over time. We
solved that issue by placing a piece of clear
heat shrink tubing over the label. Since I have
been retired and needed a labeling system that
was more affordable and reliable, I have chosen
to use the Brother P-Touch system with their
TZe label tape and their printer. They offer a
printer (model PT-1230PC limited to ½ inch
wide – seen on the web at $45.54 – or the
Model PT-2430PC that handles tape up to 1
Inch width – I use this one).

Documenting your Shack???
Part two of four
Ok, in my first article, did I convince you that
you need to do some sort of documentation of
your Ham Shack? I certainly hope so. The
benefits to be gained down the road are
significant, especially for Club Operating
facilities and Club Repeater facilities. A good
job of documentation comes in all sorts of
flavors. It can be as simple as a few pencil
sketches on paper along with some simple
cable numbers, or it can be as thorough as a full
blown documentation package involving the
use of sophisticated drafting software like the
Cadillac of the industry AutoCAD, custom
cable numbers and a database cross-reference
for the cable numbers.

This printer attached to a USB port on your
Computer is very flexible. You will find many
uses for the labels this is able to create around
your home and shack. Their TZe-FX251 tape
is a 24mm (0.94 Inch) Wide Flexible white tape
with black lettering. This particular tape has
proven to be very durable. Should you have
issues with the adhesive not sticking, they do
have a line of TZe tape with extra strength
adhesive.

First, let us look at cable numbers. Various
manufacturers sell cards of adhesive number
strips that you may either use singly or
combine to create greater variety of numbers.
These are OK, but are somewhat limited in the
grand scheme of things. For greater flexibility
and more detail, you may combine these
numbers with colored tape to classify cables by

No, you do not need to type each number
individually. You can set up a spread sheet in
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53xxxx = Low Power HF
54xxxx = High Power HF
55xxxx = Low Power VHF
56xxxx = High Power VHF
57xxxx = Low {Power UHF &
Microwave
58xxxx = High Power UHF &
Microwave
Numbers starting with 6 – Optical (Fiber Optic)
And so forth.
Once you decide on a system of numbers, you
should create a small index card reference that
you can post around your shack as a reference.
Be certain to adhere to your numbering
scheme. It will serve you well in the future!

Excel that will generate a list of numbers in a
sequence. More on the use of that spread sheet
later for another part of your documentation
project. In MS-Word, you can set up custom
page layout that represents the label. You may
then use that layout in a Mail-Merge document
with the Excel Spread Sheet as the data source.
This ,when properly used, will generate a
whole set of cable number labels all at once.
Here is an example of such a label:

Affixing the numbers to cables is the next
important step. Here I should mention that
there is a significant advantage to following a
good practice in construction of your shack.
That is:
• Design it.
• Draw it.
• Build and Test the cables.
• Affix the numbers to both end.s
• Assemble it.
• Update the drawing to “as Built”.
• Sit back and enjoy it.

Now, why go through all this trouble? It
allows you greater detail in identifying your
cables. You are able to classify them into
groups by their function and signal. You can
signify function in the first digit or two and
cable number in the remaining digits.
Here is an example:
Numbers starting with 0 – Station Ground and
Power.
00xxxx = Station Ground
01xxxx = 110 Volt AC
02xxxx = 220 Volt AC
05xxxx = 13.8V DC
06xxxx = 5 volt DC
Numbers starting with 1 – Audio
10xxxx = Analog Audio – Mic. Level
11xxxx = Analog Audio – Speaker
12xxxx = Analog audio – Hi level
15xxxx = Digital (AES) Audio
Numbers starting with 3 – Digital signals
30xxxx = General IP Network
31xxxx = FL-Digi Data
Numbers Starting with 5 – RF
51xxxx = Low Power LF/VLF
52xxxx = High Power LF/VLF

Doing these steps out of sequence will make
the process much harder. If you just start
connecting things together you can easily wind
up with an explosion at a Pasta Factory.
Then it is difficult to get to the ends of cables to
affix the numbers as well as difficult to be
certain you have opposite ends of the same
cable. Remember that the same cable number
goes on both ends of a cable.
In my next article I will talk about the Spread
Sheet or Database, and the actual drawings.
That is where it all comes together into a
meaningful document detailing your Shack and
how it is all put together. It is also the tool that
7

allows you to make sensible changes to your
shack.

T = TONE
1 -- Sixty cycle a.c. or less, very rough and
broad
2 -- Very rough a.c. , very harsh and broad
3 -- Rough a.c. tone, rectified but not filtered
4 -- Rough note, some trace of filtering
5 -- Filtered rectified a.c. but strongly ripplemodulated
6 -- Filtered tone, definite trace of ripple
modulation
7 -- Near pure tone, trace of ripple modulation
8 -- Near perfect tone, slight trace of
modulation
9 -- Perfect tone, no trace of ripple or
modulation of any kind

You may not believe me now, but once you
have done this, and had to make modifications
or additions the value will become apparent.
73,
Rich, AB3RK

SIGNAL REPORTS
I have heard numerous calls for articles on
operating procedures for new Hams. On of the
questions has to do with signal reports. Here is
a short explanation of what "you are 59"
means.

So, when someone tells you that you are "59"
he (or she) is saying that you are "loud and
clear". (actually clear and loud!)
The first digit is an indication of how easy it is
to understand your voice. The reason for a low
R number can be numerous. It could mean
simply that propagation conditions are poor.
(OK, another article subject there) It could
mean that the station you are talking to has a
high noise level at their location. Or, it could
mean that you have a problem at your end Microphone gain set wrong, bad microphone or
antenna connection, low power supply voltage.

The RST system of signal reporting originated
around 1934 as a method to give other operator
an idea of how their signal sounded in CW.
Below is a translation of RST numbers.
Understand that the TONE number is not used
for voice reports.
R = READABILITY
1 -- Unreadable
2 -- Barely readable, occasional words
distinguishable
3 -- Readable with considerable difficulty
4 -- Readable with practically no difficulty
5 -- Perfectly readable

The second digit is a relative indication of how
strong your signal is. This is a subjective thing,
not necessarily the "S" meter reading on your
meter. Some manufacturers will tell you that S
9 on the meter is equal to a 100 micro volt
signal but that may not always be true. Many
operators will just say 59 so long as your signal
is understandable.

S = SIGNAL STRENGTH
1 -- Faint signals, barely perceptible
2 -- Very weak signals
3 -- Weak signals
4 -- Fair signals
5 -- Fairly good signals
6 -- Good signals
7 -- Moderately strong signals
8 -- Strong signals
9 -- Extremely strong signals

When using CW the TONE is also reported.
Back in the "Home Brew" days, when many
hams built their own transmitters this was a
valid and needed report. In today's world
anything other than a 9 means there is
something seriously wrong. The TONE report
8

is also used with digital modes (PSK31 for
example).

is not putting a strong signal into the repeater.
If there is no change in the noise then you are
not receiving the repeater at "Full Quieting". So
don't tell an operator that he is noisy if the
problem is really your radio or antenna system.

Sometimes you will hear an operator report you
are 599 with QSB. QSB is an old CW term
meaning signal fading. Your signal could be
very loud at times and fade to nearly
unreadable at other times. These signal changes
often take place in a matter of seconds. QSB is
usually the result of atmospheric conditions.

73,
Harry Bauder, WA3FFK

W3OLV Selectron Display
Wins AWA Awards

An important note - Some net managers insist
that "Q" signals are not to be used on voice
nets. The reasoning is that plain language is
more reliable than confusing shorthand
language, especially if the net is frequented by
recently licensed operators.

54th AWA World Convention August
11-15, 2015

FM? - Different Animal
When operating through your local repeater
you may hear an operator say you are "full
quieting". What does that mean? Simply this.
FM signal reports are given in a system known
as Signal to Noise ratio. RST reports are not
normally given. There are instruments out there
to accurately measure S+N but they are not
really needed to give a valid report. To be a
true full quieting signal there should be no sign
of the "frying bacon" noise sometimes heard on
a signal. Beyond that a report of "a little noise
but perfectly readable" is acceptable.

W3OLV RCA Selectron Display

But, where is that noise coming from. There
could be several reasons why there is noise on a
station coming through a repeater. It could be
the station is not putting a strong signal into the
repeater, or it could mean that you are not
receiving a good signal from the repeater.
To determine which is the case try this. After
the station you are talking to unkeys his
microphone the repeater transmitter will stay
on for a certain length of time, this is called the
"tail". During this second or so listen to the
signal. If the noise goes away the calling station
9

Scientists at the RCA Laboratories in
Princeton, NJ developed an electrostatic
memory tube named the Selectron. There were
several iterations to the design. See
http://www.rcaselectron.com/ for more
information.
The largest and most successful installation
was the Air Force Cambridge Research
Center Memory System. The 5120-bit
memory was designed and built by the staff at
RCA Laboratories in Princeton. The cycle time
was 16µs. The power consumption was
6,000w. Computers were all tubes at that time
so that was how things were.
Today we only talk about memory in terms of
eight bit bytes. Your cell phone probably has
at least 8 Gigabytes of memory.
By 1950, magnetic core memory was taking
over and the usefulness of the Selection was
over.
Congratulations to Floyd for his award winning
display and preserving the history of
electronics development.

Floyd Jury, W3OLV

In the late 1940s, computer design was very
limited in fast access Random Access Memory.
10

Does anyone know where more copies can be
found?

On Line Resource Update
Steve Lampereur, KB9MWR, continues to add
to his online collection of old callbooks. See
https://archive.org/details/@kb9mwr If this link
doesn’t work, copy and paste directly into your
browser.
What can you find in old Callbook records?

The ARRL station call sign was W1MK in
1933. Brainard Field, Comm Sec., sounds like
a State Guard location. State militias came
before the National Guard.
So what about W1AW?

Page 1 of 4
The history of underwater warfare goes back to
the time of Alexander the Great. See
http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.$b16585

There it is! Lt. Comdr. Hiram P. Maxim,
USNR. Who knew?

Bushnell’s Turtle used during the
Revolutionary War, was a late comer.
Bushnell’s biggest contribution was developing
a method for exploding black powder
underwater. The Turtle didn’t do much
damage to the British ships, but it did scare
them enough to cause them to move to a safer
location.

I grew up in New London, CT and watched the
school boats1 from the Submarine Base in
Groton, CT go out to sea in the morning and
back in the evening. I have never had a ride on
a sub, but I have a great interest. During WWII
and for a few years after, the Sub Base issued a
monthly Sub-Base Gazette. I have the June
1944 edition, but can find no more. The War
College in Carlisle had a full set in the late
1980s, but they are now gone.

73,
George, W3FEY

1 Submarines are called boats regardless of their size.
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